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costs. Make Kawasaki. Model KDX. I've owned this bike for several years and it's time to let it
go. Runs perfectly and the ride is quite plush. Perfect bike for lugging around in the woods, and
bringing it up the pipe and flying down the straight stretches! It does have a FMF fatty gold
series pipe. The left hand side radiator shroud is cracked see pic but still fully functional. Seat
has a couple small tears in it see pics. Recently changed the oil. In my opinion this bike is in
very nice condition for the year. Please do not hesitate to ask any questions before bidding. My
name is Dan and my number is For your consideration is this clean Kawasaki KDX Kawasaki
had a good thing going with their KDX , a motorcycle they humbly refer to as "the greatest trail
bike ever made. The Power Valve was cleaned and all new seals and gaskets were used. The
recommended brake-in procedure was followed to the letter. Mileage is estimated as this model
does not have a total odometer Why am I offering this motorcycle for sale after all this work you
might be asking yourself, check my feedback, I just bought a KX! My friends are calling me
crazy to which I replied, yah but you won't be calling me slow. Local pickup is always a plus but
I'll be happy to work with a shipper of your choice. UShip has worked out well for me in the
past. This bike is for sale locally, so I reserve the right to cancel this auction at anytime. I took
many of these pictures with people like us in mind. Pictures taken May 7 More pictures coming
May 9. My Kawasaki KDX is ready to ride if you are. Tastefully prepared for your trail riding
adventures or enduro racing or just fun at the cabin. About 7 hours total on the bike, and I
would say it looks pretty close to that. I bought it with hours on it, according to the original
owner. It is not hard to figure how many hours I put on it, since I rode it for one day a couple
years ago- for 4 hours in. Smooth power and precise handling in your tightest wooded trails.
Missed out on purchasing one of these new? This bike is very close to buying a new one at the
dealer, except the last year Kawasaki made them was I added the following to bring you home
reliably from your long distance excursions deep in the wilderness: DID VT2 X-ring chain with
press on master clip. I have my Kawasaki KDX for sale. It has very low miles on it and always
taken care of. The piston was just replaced under 50 miles ago. It is a super strong and clean
bike and the tires have plenty of life left on them. The only problem is that the shocks need to be
rebuilt to match your size and style of riding. Over time they have lost all of there pressure. The
bike is available for viewing at: Suspension ans motoworks E. Thousand Oaks Blvd. This bike
has not been titled. Will provide Bill of Sale only. New rear tire. Front tire is a little warn. Great
bike just don't use it anymore. I have a like new Kawasaki KDX aftermarket parts include
Monster graphics, wrap around bark busters, new ufo plastics, FMF Gnarly expansion chamber
with a turbincore 2 pipe professionally done with jetting, like new no cosmetic damage, never
raced. This is not your typical This is one of the lowest hour,unmolested KDX's you will find.
Please keep that in mind when making offers. I will not respond to offers south of 2 grand. I
bought this bike in March from a guy who literally never took in in the dirt or on a trail. Only a
few laps around the house and parked it. It was brand new! I took it on 5 trail rides and one dual
sport ride last year. I took it on 1 trail ride this year. I chased my son around our grass yard a
few times. Thats it! Its almost brand new and has never been opened up. Other than that its
bone stock. I have the rear fender bag,stock hand guards,stock silencer. It also has a skid plate.
I put a brake light switch on it and drilled four tiny holes in the rear fender to hang a plate. Its
not street legal but passed inspection to run a dual sport ride. This is just a great KDX that is
unmolested. I want to get into more serious dual sport riding. I would consider a trade for a dual
sport or a 4 stroke enduro I could convert like a klx or wr. Please be real with the offers. You can
see how nice this bike is. Runs great, has brush guards, new grips, aftermarket exhaust, new
sparkplug. Usual wear and tear for an older used bike. Up for sale is my Kawasaki KDX It runs
fine. Starts on the third kick. It's just ugly. The previous owner rattle-can sprayed it black and it
was awful. I bought it a couple of years back, removed the black paint, installed a new rear tire,

replaced the missing front brake and a bunch of random bolts, made sure it had good
compression and then I hit the trails. All told, I've probably only ridden it about hours on slow,
aggressive trails. But I bought a house last year and I've been working on that project and the
bike has just been sitting. I start it and my other bikes up every few weeks, but the others get
ridden and this one doesn't. So, it's time to pass it on. The bike is in Chattanooga, TN, so
delivery in the Southeast may be possible within reason. We'll see. Pick up is more than
welcome too. And obviously, it's being sold AS-IS with no implied warranty. But don't hesitate
to ask any questions. Thanks for looking! In Kentucky there is no title for off road bikes so I'll
provide a bill of sale. I have owned since almost new. Bought from a guy around Alanta that had
a big pest control business. He never had time to ride. Bike is same as day I bought it. Original
tires, chain, sprocket, plastics etc. I stored in garage with my shelby drag pak car until it was
sold. Bike has never been in mud. Look at side engine cases no wear from boots or shoes. The
few times I rode was in field at a school. BIke starts 1st or 2nd kick even after sitting 6 months.
Drives and shifts perfect. I always run synthetic oil and keep seafoam in gas as cleaner and
stabilizer. Not many if any left this clean. Bike has never been down, scratched, jumped or bent.
I can store bike if paid for and will work with shipper. I have a kdx with a blown motor. I started
to do some work to the head like cleaning the power valve assembly and honing the cyclinder.
The bike was ridden about 12 time. It will need wheel bearings and back sprocker and chain. It
will need stater and flywheel but will thorw the old ones in. I think the bike is good for restoring
or taking parts of off. What you see is that you get have almost every single bolt to the bike few
bolts missing. The light does work the mileage reader does work just needs new batteries. Have
brand new clutch case and clutch kit that when on the motor before it blew up. Plastics have
scratches and dings and one side of the plastics is burnt. All in all I think it is worth the money I
want to see as whole to a buyer that will use the parts or bike to the fullest. Needs new top end
like gasket and piston rings and I sand blasted the head and the cylinder. What you see is what
you get. And it will be a gas cap and I w will uld like you to come pick it up in person. Message
me for my information. Grants Pass, OR. Lawrenceville, GA. Baton Rouge, LA. Carthagena, OH.
Fort Rice, ND. Eaton, NH. Rock Springs, WY. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
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model history. Still, the additional 25cc of displacement made a huge difference in the cc
two-stroke class. Primarily, the team had worked out porting and carburetion specifications by
the time True Sport was disbanded in , and had also calculated optimum transmission ratios for
the KDX, among many other refinements. Instead they trickled them out for years, so the KDX
always had new and appealing features. It was smart marketing. The first cc in was a fine bike,
as a result of all this development. Less exciting, but possibly more important, is the
improvement in the gear ratios in the versus the KDX Jack Penton and the True Sport riders,
along with engineering help from Tom Penton, tested and worked out gear ratio numbers that
made the KDX virtually flawless as it was worked up through the gears. The combination of
good, ridable power output as well as a sensible progression through the gears made the KDX
hard to beat. The KDX engine remained air-cooled until This may appear stone-age by
present-day standards, but one big advantage remains from the lack of radiators, coolant
pumps and plumbing: low weight. The early KDX claimed a dry weight of pounds, quite light at
the time. Jeff Fredette tells a story in March Dirt Bike magazine that, in the strict ISDE rules at
the time Wales he and Fritz Kadlec had to add 12 pounds of steel bars plus carry an extra chain
in the tool bag in order to meet the minimum weight requirements. Looking back, handling and
suspension on the KDX was a curious mix. Reading all the test reviews of the time, a common

consensus comes out: The suspension components were nothing special on the early KDXs,
but the chassis design carried the KDX to the top of the class with ease. Frame design is as
much of a black art as it is a science, and somehow Kawasaki managed to put together a
chassis that appeared to be too longâ€”in some cases two inches longer than the
competitionâ€”creating a very stable platform for high-speed running. At the same time, the
synergy between the fork angle and the Uni-Trak rear allowed the KDX to turn easily and
precisely under any conditions. And this included sub-par suspension units. The Kawasakis
were notorious for coming from the factory with less than an ideal amount of oil in the forks,
and they were also sprung for fairly lightweight riders. The stock forks were easy for an
aggressive rider to bottom out, and so was the rear end, depending on rider weight. In spite of
this, the KDX was a brilliant handling bike. Whenever there was a major revision to the line, the
letter designation changed in a way that made little sense to the consumer. The C1 KDX was an
interesting machine. The engine remained air-cooled, but the finned cylinder grew a power
valve, the common name for a variable-height exhaust port. The net effect of the KIPS was to
increase mid-range and low-end power slightly. A very welcome improvement of the C1 was the
addition of a disc front brake, relieving the drum brake problem by about 50 percent. Until the
mids most all enduro and trail bikes had drum brakes at both ends, well known to foul and lose
effectiveness in mud and water, so the switch to a disc front was a significant improvement. It
would be years yet before the KDX received a disc rear. Major changes in the suspension also
appeared on the C1, most significant was 43mm Kayaba conventional forks, increasing the
flex-resistance and therefore the steering accuracy of the KDX. The fork travel was Suspension
action was still soft, keeping the KDX down in the enduro and trailbike category unless the
owner invested in stiffer springs front and rear. A larger clutch and a larger flywheel were built
into the new KIPS-powered engine, and the gear ratio of first gear was raised to take advantage
of the increased horsepower and greater flywheel affect. In it, two of the most lusted-after
changes were incorporated, and of course those two were a liquid-cooled engine and a rear disc
brake. Both could be attributed to honest ignorance, one in the case of the factory, one in the
case of the KDX rider. First off, cooling the engine of a trail bike was a different matter than
cooling a motocrosser. Enduro and trail bikes had to occasionally crawl through airless woods
and rock gardens where slow-going was the only way to survive. It would be a couple years
before coolant flow was improved enough to reduce the troubles with boiling coolant, and in the
mean time accessory companies were creating all sorts of special anti-freezes and cooling
system fixes, not just for the KDX but for all water-cooled bikes of the time. At the same time,
riders were being asked to switch from barely-working drum brakes to disc brakes, and nearly
all of them were used to dragging the rear brake all the while they were on the gas. The upshot
of this was that the new rear disc overheated and wore pads away in no time. Tougher pads
were developed, but the most important change, over time, is that riders finally adapted to the
much more powerful disc brakes and stayed off of them except when they needed them. Those
were the two main complaints of the E-series KDX, but they were easily overshadowed with how
well the new bike worked in the woods. The KDX suspension was still soft; sufficient for the
woods but would bottom out in high speed sections. The short story was that the KDX was
turning more into a race bike with every series change. Special features of the E-series included
a quick-change rear wheel, facilitated by a new axle slot in the swingarm, and a pull-handle on
the front axle to make it easier to remove. A bigger clutch and a greater amount of crank mass
counteracted the increase in horsepower, keeping the bike tractable. Suspension stroke was
increased a quarter-inch on both ends, and a double-wall pipe helped quiet the bike, while
creating protest that the pipe was too heavy. A significant but often overlooked change on the
E1 KDX was the switch to a 12 volt electrical system, versus the six-volt system that had been
used since the KDX The airbox was now bigger and easier to get at; and in a surprise move,
Kawasaki did away with the electronic odometer and went back to a mechanical one. There were
so many changes on the H1 that it could be considered a completely new bike. The seat height
was taller, thanks to the frame, and the fuel tank held slightly less. The liquid-cooled engine was
completely new, with a new guillotine-style powervalve from the KX bikes, higher compression,
a new crank and bigger clutch. It still felt stable in the woods, still turned quickly in the trees.
The seat height had been getting taller every year, but all bikes were taller and few complaints
were heard. The new engine and its mounting configuration had finally reduced vibration to a
distant memory on the KDX, and magazine reviewers wondered what Kawasaki could do to
improve the KDX. The answer to that question wasâ€”very little. The KDX went on for another 12
years with very few changes. The onslaught of the racing four-strokes and confusion over the
future viability of two-stroke off road machines eroded sales of the KDX, and it was bumped to
make room for the KLX series of four-strokes. Kawasaki carted a group of worldwide offroad
journalists to Idaho in to introduce their new babyâ€”the KDX The setting was fabulous, no

expenses were spared, and the riding was top-notch. The trouble was, the bike was confused.
The was a KDX with a 3mm larger bore and a 2mm smaller carburetor. Everyone assumed the
was created to compete with the cc competition on a more level playing field, but the felt slower
than the Almost everyone in attendance preferred the to the , but the magazine reviews of the
time tried to be very kind to the KDX In the long run, it was determined that the could actually be
faster than the , but it needed a lot of work to get there. Careful porting, head work and boring
out the carb was the key, along with an aftermarket pipe and silencer. The was definitely the
unfinished racer, and in truth its presence on the showroom floors may have diluted sales of the
KDX as well as its own who would be pleased to buy a 20cc larger KDX and then find out it was
slower than the ? The non-cartridge forks of the KDX A and C series would universally benefit
from setting the fork oil level properly, and using the right fork oil. Depending on rider weight,
heavier springs were a welcome addition front and rear, as the KDX was sprung for a fairly light
rider. Careful cylinder porting and attention to compression ratio, carburetor jetting and all the
facets integral to feeding fuel into the engine were guaranteed to bring more power out of the
KDX engine. Jeff Fredette was and remains the sole expert along these lines. Without a doubt,
the most popular modification to the KDX was the addition of an accessory expansion chamber,
the most effective being any pipe purported to increase low-end power, the idea being to make
the KDX even easier to ride quickly in tight woods and enduro situations. Accessory silencers
also helped to improve power output, and also reduced overall weight, since the stock KDX
silencer often weighed five pounds or more. You must be logged in to post a comment. KDX
Model History KDX A1 All new in cc engine vs cc previous Displacement gain is through longer
stroke, same bore diameter as the 32mm M
20011 cadillac cts
turn signal switch diagram
profibus wiring diagram
ikuni carb New gear ratios in six-speed transmission Seven plate clutch versus six plates for
the KDX Chassis based on KX; steel tubing, box-section aluminum swingarm New single-strut
Uni-Trak rear Damping adjustable aluminum body shock 38mm Kayaba forks, The all new
KDXA4 was introduced at a press event in Idaho in In the long run, it was determined that the
could actually be faster than the , but it needed a lot of work to get there. Popular Modifications
The non-cartridge forks of the KDX A and C series would universally benefit from setting the
fork oil level properly, and using the right fork oil. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be
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